PushWrapper – A new stretchwrapping concept from the Lamiflex Group
The PushWrapper concept consist of a tailored plastic packaging material coupled with a new simple, but robust machine for wrapping steel or aluminum coils. Easily operated by one person, but can easily be scalable if more capacity is needed.

The PushWrapper is an entry level, scalable machine that works with a “hand over” technique, using arms that complement our range of more advanced machine solutions. The concept is unique (patent pending) and makes it very easy to start with plastic wrapping material, compared to alternative machines that need large investments, planning projects and infrastructure.

If more capacity is needed, it’s easy to supplement with additional machines. Two people can easily run four machines.

A full plastic packaging concept with the PushWrapper will give a number of advantages for both the producer and end customer,
- reduce risk of corrosion
- improve productivity
- reduce labor cost
- improve safety and ergonomics
- improve corporate image

The PushWrapper concept is a perfect solution for,
- the service center
- as a back-up machine in a larger plant
- as an entry level installation

---

Lamifree - financing solution

By signing a contract for the packaging material (normally 3-year), you can get the PushWrapper machine at no cost.

Please contact your local Lamiflex representative for more information.
PushWrapper

A simple and robust machine for wrapping

Specifications (standard version):
- Max OD 2300 mm
- Max width 2300 mm (Depending on handling method)
- Max weight 25 tons
- Min inner diameter 480 mm
- Film roll spec: 250x200 mm
- Wrapping time: Standard size coil approx. 7-8 minutes.
- Compressed air 22 m³/h
- Requirements: Compressed air 6 bar and electricity 3 face 16 A.
- Coil handling: By overhead crane and/or forklift